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Latest Results 

Golden Grove 8 11 59 

Seaton 9 1 67 

A Grade– Qualifying Final 

 

Club News 

Canteen assistance 
 
If anyone can assist in the canteen on Saturday 
26 August for the senior finals, please let Kate 
know on 0439 434 034. 
 
Drakes Supermarkets Community Dollars 
  
If you shop at Drakes please support the club by 
taking a tag from the bar to swipe each time you 
make a purchase. For every $2 spent, 1c will be 
credited to GGFC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Senior finals! 
 
GGFC has three senior teams playing in finals 
this Saturday 26 August. Harper's Field is  
hosting a number of finals so get down and 
have a look.  
 
C Grade is kicking off the day at Harper's 
Field at 10.30am in the second semi final  
versus Flinders Park. 
 
A different final will then be held at 12.30pm, 
then our A Grade will take to the field to play 
their first semi final at 2.30pm at versus 
Plympton.  
 
Our B Grade is playing at Brighton Oval at 
12.00pm in a second semi final versus  
Brighton.  
 





 

Under 6 Gold 
Our final round for 2017 could not have been more ideal (apart from the wind). Playing at home at Harpers on Sun-
day morning against our U6 Green Burras was a great way to finish off a successful season. Both teams had 
trained next to one another for the entire season but besides a short scratch match the week prior we didn’t really 
know if the kids were going to play any different, especially due to the game day jumper being something that we 
had grown accustom to as being the target down the field. With some great form from the previous couple of weeks 
the kids once again didn’t disappoint and were great in their attack on the ball along with the second effort at the 
contest. Countless times, both teams tussled for the footy with the umpire needing to ball it up and with our Burley 
Bloodhounds around the ground the ruck tap was quickly gathered and pushed forward. 
 
In the opening term we had a bit of a liquorice allsorts in the midfield with some Tall Timber in Liam (the wrecking 
ball) Inglis controlling the ruck. Coupled with some muscle with Mase and William who were formidable bollards that 
could not be swayed when they made a B-line for the ball. Topping off this combo were our two smaller go-getters 
in Coop and Koby who were fast on their feet and ready to spring into action at a moment’s notice. 
 
With the strong breeze not in our favour, scoring was always going to be a challenge and the ball would need to be 
run up the ground. This was the instruction that was given pre-game and our forward line took it on board with Jax, 
and Brodz running with the footy, although they both seemed disorientated running towards the point post. With 
some instruction the 6 point zone was identified and both players slotted multiple scores for the quarter. Not shown 
on the scorecard but the highlight for the quarter were the stats that were notched up by our youngest player with 
Samuel “Mini-Swoop” Switala getting his hands on the footy on multiple occasions, winning ground ball tussles and 
passing off to his teammates. 
 
The second term saw our backline move into the forward zone and with the breeze at their tails the instruction was 
to kick long and have a go from as far out as they could. Surprisingly the breeze didn’t assist as much as first 
thought and Ollie noticed that the kicks were not going as far and positioned himself in the ideal drop zone away 
from his opponent. With some vision from Noah he was delivered the ball and notched up a goal for the quarter. 
Noah, never one to be outdone, snagged a goal for himself and celebrated with his teammates. The ball wasn’t al-
ways in our favour and the Green Burras pushed back and caught our defensive zone off-guard who for a brief mo-
ment decided to have a conversation and rock-off whilst the ball dribble past and they were unaware of what was 
transpiring. The Green Burras leapt upon this momentary drop of our defence and snagged a goal for themselves. 
Once again though the biggest highlight for the quarter wasn’t at either end but with the midfield with the normally 
quiet and well-mannered Cooper tearing it up and getting his hands on the ball in two spectacular plays. Coop has 
been developing exponentially in our previous two games with the on field coach learning to keep his mouth zipped 
and let him go about his business without imposing a distraction with instruction on what he needed to do. 
 
The third term saw Mickayla “The Mac Attack” Edgecombe moved into the midfield and with her height control the 
ruck contest and on a number of occasions found herself with the footy. Macka engaged her teammates in the 
game but almost came unstuck shortly after winning a ground ball tussle becoming disorientated and was about to 
kick the wrong way. Luckily her teammates were vocal in the opposite direction and were calling for the ball, so with 
a tactical turn and booming kick Macka drilled it back into our forward line. 
 
The remainder of the term was once again a tight tussle with the Green team being equally as thirsty for the footy. 
Players started to realise that they needed to make space and clear the ball as the congestion was causing many 
stoppages of play with ball ups. Jacko was another of our hard ball getters in the midfield and it was fantastic to see 
him lift his eyes prior to slamming the footy on his boot. Jacko singled out Mase in our forward line who had made 
some space and was calling for the pass. This decision led to an uncontested mark and subsequent goal being 
scored and was a great bit of play to witness. 
 
Just prior to the three quarter time break the Green Burras made a fast break from the midfield and drilled the ball 
into our backline. Whilst many players were caught off guard Koop’s spider sense tingled and he pre-empted where 
the ball was likely to land and went for the intercept. Unfortunately he didn’t get his hands up in time and received a 
full face falcon for his troubles that made the crowd wince and Koop was in obvious pain. After a brief rest on the 
side lines he discovered that it was his turn in the forward zone and leapt back onto the field with prospect of kicking 
a goal as some sort of award for the tears that had been shed for the team. This didn’t go quite to plan after receiv-
ing another knock but he recovered and kicked his goal. This was not the end to his time in the spotlight with the 
very next ball in our forward line once again picked up and despite desperate calls from his coach to share/pass it 
off to his teammates another goal was notched up to his name. After some brief counselling it was discovered that 
his logic behind kicking two goals was due to the two knocks to the face that he had previously received and in his 
eyes he was now all square with his grudge against the Burley. 
 
It wasn’t all sunshine and rainbows in our final term with our defensive lines going to sleep or more accurately 
“playing Zombies” in the backline. Unfortunately our flesh eating junior Burras were too busy swaying from side to 
side with arms stretched out to action the Green Burras quick centre clearance and the loose ball was kicked into 
our defensive zone. They seemed unwavered by what had transpired and this brought great laughter from the 
crowd and was a comical way to finish off the game. 
 
 



The entire game was played in good spirits with everybody from both sides getting involved. We have a great bunch 
of families who have come together this season. I’m sure that all of the kids have enjoyed their footy at GGFC and 
will be itching to have a crack again next year. 
 
As a coach recalling our first training session the kids were rowdy with many individuals wanting to stand out in the 
crowd and be the centre of attention. As the season progressed team values were imposed upon them with our 
“Team is #1” rule written in permanent texta on our game day whiteboard. A shift of focus was noted, with many 
individuals who had previously tried to be the class clown turning a corner with sportsmanship and working together 
as a team being the new goal and this is fantastic for such a young age group. Improvements in self-confidence and 
skill sets were obvious but the biggest positive aspect was the inclusion of others which is exactly what we wanted 
to achieve and our U6 Golden Superstars have exceeded expectation with exciting times ahead for this group. 
  
Scorers: Kooper Riley 2.0, Jaxxon Wilson 1.2, Brodie Jarvis 1.1, Mason Smart 1.0, Oliver Frazer 1.0, Noah 
Bache 1.0, Liam Inglis 0.1, Jack Hartwell 0.1  

 

Under 7 Green 

The Green Kookies final match of the year was away at Salisbury North on a night that actually presented pretty 
good match conditions, despite all the rain during the day. 
  
GGPS had a school disco on, so we were missing Thomas, Chelsea, Mason Maynard, Hayden and Wyatt, as well 
as Jacob Day on holiday, Mason Easter and Taylor sick and Ethan, Cooper and William away as well. 
  
Luckily for us, we have a big community at GGFC and u7 Gold sent us Cailan, Luke and Brady, who all flew for their 
marks, ran and carried superbly and shared with their new team mates whilst also scoring goals of their own. We 
also were well served by Billie and Jett from the u6s, who got to play again with their old team mates from last year. 
Billie was hard at it in the middle, getting plenty of hard ball gets, and Jett provided much run and carry all night. 
Lastly, we had Jack from u7 Blue, who was so impressive in defense, marking everything and getting good kicks 
away to setup team mates. 
  
Salisbury North had some big kids that could kick well, but every entry into their forward line was cut off and conse-
quently we kept them goal less for the night. At the other end, we had Alexander kicking goals, Caillan marking and 
kicking well, Jacob Kenna crashing in regularly and getting on the scoreboard, Brodie and Jarvis providing options 
wide all night, Jaxon had his best game of the night with 4 hard ball gets in the first quarter alone and Annelise ran 
wild on the wings to enter the forward third repeatedly. 
  
In the end, we scored some 10 goals and shared the ball magnificently. As soon as Tucky arrived, he ran straight 
onto the ground and started getting involved in scoring. Lincoln and Jarvis were captains, and Lincoln did all he 
could to be creating chances and space, as well as manning up when it was his turn in defense. 
  
All in all, it was a case of All Played Well, with no Kookaburra Parent walking away less than satisfied that their child 
developed enormously this year…. Well done to all and thanks to all our fill ins for the night, we loved having you on 
board and the 15 that played represented the club in outstanding fashion!!! 



Round 15 saw U8 Blue return to Harpers Field to play Mawson Lakes in our final 
game for the season. We were blessed with great numbers with all players avail-
able, a couple of late pull outs from Mawson Lakes meant that we needed to 
provide three players per quarter to ensure the game could go on.  After a good 
training session during the week, the entire group appeared to be ready to play 
as the pregame warmup was completed with great energy. Our captains for the 
day were Austyn and Blake. Mawson Lakes won the toss and chose to kick to 
the Southern end where there was a strong breeze blowing. 
 
After a relatively slow start to our Round 14 game, the focus pregame was to 
remember the basics (manning up, smart kicks) and play in front. The first quar-
ter commenced with Mawson Lakes winning the first couple of clearances out of 
the middle however some great defending and intercepting allowed us to reduce 
the number of easy shots at goal. Cameron, Ryan and Austyn were all busy. As 
the quarter went on the boys in the middle were able to win more of the ball with 
Jackson and Patrick showing a great endeavour and were able to move the ball 
forward. In the forward lines, Sam and Kye were busy taking a number of marks whilst Jamison and Josh showed 
great pressure to ensure the ball stayed in the area. Difficult conditions made scoring challenging with Sam unlucky 
not to score two goals late in the quarter. The first quarter came to an end which allowed the U8 Blue boys to come 
together for a quick drink and changes to the team. After a really good quarter I reminded the boys to stick to the 
basics and to play team footy. 
 
The second quarter commenced well for U8 Blue with Sam tapping the ball well to Harry 
in the middle whilst some good energy from Rylie ensured we were able to move the 
ball forward. In the forward lines, Lochy and Ryan were busy whilst we were able to get 
the scoreboard moving with goals from Brady, Ryan and Blake. Down the other end of 
the field in defence, the boys were playing good team footy and applying considerable 
pressure to the Mawson Lakes forwards. Paddy and Jackson both took a couple of 
strong marks whilst Brandon was able win a ruck tap against a significantly taller oppo-
nent to tap the ball perfectly to our advantage. The half time siren sounded which gave 
everyone and chance to refresh with a quick orange and a drink. The break also gave 
the coaching staff an opportunity to highlight to the boys a number of ‘team high 5’s that 
occurred in the first half. 
 
The second half got underway with the boys in the middle playing great team footy 
where they were able to cause a number of turnovers with some great pressure. Camer-
on was particularly busy covering a lot of ground and was able to move the ball forward 
with a number of long kicks. Kicking against a strong breeze the boys in forward lines 
made the most of their opportunities scoring a number of goals. The highlight was cer-
tainly a slick handball from Brandon to Jayden who was in a better position and able to 
score a goal. The boys in defence were appeared to lose concentration a couple of 
times which allowed Mawson Lakes to be able to take easy marks and score goals. Late 
in the quarter some tight defending and pressure from Sam, Asher and Josh made attempts to score from Mawson 
Lakes difficult. The siren sounded to bring the third quarter to an end, the boys came together for a quick drink. Be-
ing the last quarter time break for the season the enthusiasm appeared to be high from the group, the coaching staff 
reminded the boys to finish off the game strongly and to have as much fun as possible. 
 
The last quarter commenced almost perfectly with Jayden tapping the ball perfectly to 
Louis who was able to kick the ball into our forward lines. As the quarter went on the boys 
continue to play great team footy with Josh, Jackson and Austyn all involved in passages 
throughout the quarter. In the forward lines the boys started well with Kye and Harry both 
involved in scoring plays, Jamison and Rylie were unlucky to not win possession after run-
ning well to space and using loud voices the ball unfortunately took an acute bounce. Late 
in the quarter, a highlight was a long goal with the breeze from Harry. Whilst in the de-
fence the boys were playing great team footy and were applying significant pressure to 
the Mawson Lakes forwards. This pressure either caused turnovers or saved certain goals 
from being scored. Blake, Lochy and Callum were busy and ran out the quarter with good 
energy. Another player that was busy in the last quarter was Jacob however it is worth 
noting that he was wearing a Mawson lakes jumper. The final siren blew to conclude our 
last game for the season, we congratulated the other team for a great game and then 
sang the club song extra loud for the last time. 
 
On Sunday in difficult conditions we played some really good team football. The energy 
and pressure the boys showed from the start was impressive. It was great to see a  

 

Under 8 Blue 



number of the boys accepted playing for Mawson Lakes without fuss and were certainly keen to take a few marks 
and win the ball against their normal team mates. The improvement the boys have shown throughout the year has 
been nothing short of amazing. The last few weeks it has been really pleasing to see the boys play more and more 
as a team. 
 
It has been a pleasure to be able to coach the boys this season and I have certainly enjoyed the journey. I certainly 
hope to see the boys back playing footy at GGFC again in 2018. Moving to U9’s next season will see a number of 
significant changes however I am confident that the boys will be able to continue in their development and accept 
the changes with relative ease.  
 
Lastly, I would like to thank everyone that has helped out U8 Blue either at training or on game days, your assis-
tance is certainly greatly appreciated. A special thank you must go out to our Team Manager Deb and our Assistant 
Coach Scott, without their support our team would simply not be able to go ahead. Whilst I am looking forward to 
the break, I will certainly miss footy and coaching the boys, bring on season 2018. GO BURRAS! 

 

Under 10 Green 

U10 Green have had a fantastic season this year, only a couple of 
times this year have they been challenged and with only 18 players for 
the majority of the season it has been a real credit to them. 
  
Obviously we wanted to finish this season with a great game and Fitz-
roy didn’t disappoint, from the first bounce the opposition tackled and 
chased as hard as anyone we have played for the year. 
  
After having emphasised all season on team first football and working 
the ball up the ground with handballs and kicks, I believe this turned 
out to be the difference between the two teams. 
  
The first quarter was rough and tough neither team giving an inch but 
we finished the quarter probably a goal up, the second quarter we got 
a run on and really displayed our superior handball and foot skills and finished the quarter probably three or so 
goals ahead. 
  
The momentum in the third quarter changed as they made a few changes but we dug in and again kept getting the 
ball forward giving our forwards opportunities and would have finish the quarter just ahead. 
  
The last quarter things got a little willing, both teams showed just how much they wanted it and there were boys ab-
solutely smashing in at the ball. Thankfully we managed to come out on top, which was really nice for the boys. 
  
Again as there has been all season some really fantastic individual efforts, but overall the most pleasing point of the 
game and the season is how the team has embraced playing for each other and not being too concerned about 
their individual results. At the end of the game the boys absolutely belted out the song louder than I am sure it has 
ever been sung before, I am sure it was heard back a the Golden Grove Football Club. 
  
I would like just to say it has been a real honour and privilege to be involved with the team, thankyou to all the par-
ents who braved the elements each week in getting their kids to training and the games this season. 
  
And finally on behalf of the boys thankyou to Skye and Damon BROCK and Sam RICHARDSON for their assis-
tance this season, you have been an integral part of the team for the season and with the parents the reason why 
the boys have done so well this year. 
  
 



 

Under 10 Gold 

Under 10 Gold finished off the season in extremely windy conditions at 
Gepps Cross. Not having played them this year we were unsure what to 
expect! 
  
We were kicking with the wind in the first quarter and got plenty of the ball. 
Braden Carpenter started the game in great fashion getting plenty of cen-
tre clearances thanks to the great ruck work of Nathan Petrie. Corey Ed-
wards also dominated a lot of the midfield work, and we had a lot of scor-
ing opportunities, however we were not very accurate due to the blustery 
conditions. It took a great checkside kick by Tyson Walters to kick our only 
goal of the quarter and it looked like we may have blown our early chance 
with the wind. 
  
Luckily we were able to outscrap them in the second quarter and we did 
not allow them to score even when they had the wind.  We managed to 
get another goal thanks to some great team play set up by Josh Papps. As 
usual Owen Jarrad had a great quarter across half back, Thomas Glen was hard at it, keeping the ball in front and 
winning plenty of it. James Gray continued his great season and Tyson Karklis scrapped really well. 
  
The third quarter opened up for us a bit. Matthew LeRay was unpassable at centre half back and rebounded the ball 
beautifully setting up plenty of opportunities. Josh Caldicott capitalised with a great goal under pressure, and 
Braden kicked a goal to see us dominate the scoring.  Jordan Miller had a great game and it’s great to see his confi-
dence level growing each week. The only problem with this quarter was that we kicked about ten points instead of 
goals!! 
  
The last quarter was a great effort as again we did not allow them to score with the wind. Kirra Lebessis took a 
great defensive mark to prevent a thrust into attack, and everybody just kept hunting the ball and not letting it out in 
space. Our tackling was great as was our pressure so in really tough conditions we played a good four quarter 
game of footy. 
  
We had our final milestone game for the year with Nathan Petrie achieving 50 games for the Mighty Burras. Na-
than’s improvement this year has been outstanding, his enthusiasm at training and on game day is clearly one of 
the best in the group. It's been a pleasure coaching him throughout his career so far and I look forward to many 
more. Well done Nathan. 
  
We have had an outstanding year with the kids this season. The improvement and development of all the kids has 
been just brilliant and the kids have been a pleasure to coach. I would like to thank Kym Gray for his assistance this 
year helping me out and also our team manager Coralie who does a great job behind the scenes. Thanks to all the 
parents involved in the team, your support is very much appreciated and we couldn't do it without your help.  
  
Moving forward I really hope all the kids play at the club next year. If so I think we are going to have a couple of re-
ally strong teams in Under 11's and some real exciting times ahead!! 



 

Under 10 Blue 

Well, here we are. The last game for season 2017. *insert 
tears* Today we were captained by Riley and Matty. Vocally, 
two quieter boys in our team. Whilst at the same time, both 
keen jokers around the club! They love a laugh 
and razz up with their mates.   
 
Both boys really love their footy. Riley is often requesting par-
ticular training drills for me to set up. He is a strong competitor, 
especially when he applies himself into a contest. It's easy for 
all to see, when he goes in hard, he inevitably comes out with 
the ball and the opposition is second best. Believing he can do 
this all the time is what we are working on. Riley got his hands 
on the footy a number of times and was rewarded for his efforts 
through the middle of the ground.  
 
Matty is a young lad I see so much in. I'm always having one on one chats with him to open the belief. He is a 
strong kid, and deceptively fast. When he chases a ball in open space, he can get there first. Matty is a tough 
tackling machine and this was on show today. Well done Matty!  
 
We had a number of players put in their best performances of the season.  Mitchell was so poised when he effort-
lessly slotted through a goal in the last term. A major achievement for him and the team, as we were kicking 
against the wind. Josh and Zimmo saw out the year in fine form, both getting plenty of it. Richo, Baz, Lachy and 
Aussie were carving up off half back and through the centre.  
 
Robbie and Rowsey impressed in rucking duties.  Nate and Brodz winning the footy in the forward line. Haydos 
lined up for a huge shot on goal. Made the distance and was rough to hit the post for a behind.  Mal was impressive 
throughout the match, for the second week 
running. But it was his best mate JT who put 
on the show.  It was a blinder from JT. He 
started a bit nervously, with a kick out from 
defence which ended in a turnover goal. From 
there on in though, he owned it! Intercept 
mark, after intercept mark. Hitting up team 
mates down the field. Running the footy out of 
the back line. B.O.G 3 votes!  
 
Such a great way for our Burras to finish out 
the year. Proud of each and everyone on you! 
#goburras 

 

Under 11 Red 

Wow! What a great season the boys have had. The year has gone so fast and it is great to see that the hard work 
the boys have put in has really come off. This week’s game vs Athelstone at Harpers Field was shaped to be a very 
important match to enable us to cement second spot on the ladder.  
 
Cael Gursoy (Captain) and Talan Cooper (Vice-Captain) won the toss and elected to kick with a tricky breeze. The 
emphasis was on getting the score on the board as we knew that second spot would come down to percentage, 
from the first bounce the boys were on fire. Tom Stevens started with the first ruck tap down to Tyson Hartmann 
who got the first clearance and hitting Harry Lawlor on the chest and 
before we knew it we had our first goal on the ball. Harry finished the 
game with 5 goals! Great game Harry!  Kalan Weaving and Michael 
Tarzia were looking dangerous up forward creating some significant 
forward pressure every time the ball came in. On one occasion Kalan 
a strong mark straight in front then went back and kicked the goal with 
ease. Kalan finished with 2 goals in the first quarter. I was extremely 
impressed how Xander Mossop and Kaya Allan were attacking the 
ball, Kaya on one occasion grabbed the ball and was tackled solidly 
but with shear determination busted the tackle and then hit Xander on 
the chest who went back kicking a great goal. Xander finished with 2 
goals for the game. Great game Kaya and Xander!  
 
 



The boys had done everything we had asked for in the first quarter and the scores at quarter time were Golden 
Grove 5 goals 3 points to Athelstone no score. We knew we had to play four quarters and the second quarter saw 
us playing into the wind. But regardless we played some good footy and it was particularly good to see the defen-
sive efforts of our on ballers in Cael Gursoy and Lachlan Giles pushing back defensively ensuring that Athelstone 
did not get loose. Cael played an excellent Captains game. Well done boys! Jai Arnold and Danyle Dobie fought 
hard all day, the work rate in the middle has been improving each week and when Jai got the long kick forward and 
Tom Stevens marked the ball 30 Meters out we knew we had control of the game. Tom Stevens went back and 
kicked a critical goal. Great game Jai, Danyle and Tom!  
 
We made a commitment in the third quarter they we would ensure that we finish the game off strongly and it was 
led by Josh Richter and Luke Scott who’s blistering pace opened the game up. Josh laid an awesome tackling in 
the middle getting the ball and pinpointed the pass and it was exciting to see Luke run along the boundary line 
keeping the ball in like Buddy Franklin. Marin Barlow was able to take the ball inside the 50 metre line arc around 
and kick what was a very impressive goal and when Daniel Hewitt burst through the pack in the goal square kicking 
a big goal we knew we were ready for a big win. Declan Braybrook continued his good form, taking the ball cleanly 
and with his ability to run quickly and kick on his left foot, really does hurt the opposition team. Great game Declan!  
With Riley Sewell and Tyson Durdin dominating the middle, the third quarter really did look polished and there was 
a real feeling of finals like footy being played. Brodie Leisavnieks stepped up in the ruck, his ability to win every tap 
and then also get the ball at ground level really impressed me. Brodie also dominated in the forward line, but was 
very unlucky not to get a goal. Great Game Brodie! Talan Cooper was thrown onto the wing using his pace really 
took the game apart, not only did Talan play great football, but his voice and support for his team mates as Vice 
Captain really did demonstrate great leadership skills on the day. Alex Pengilly played great running footy, on a cou-
ple of occasions running and bouncing. Alex really has been improving each week and his attack on the ball was 
second to none. Great game Alex!  
 
Overall it was a great game of football and could not be prouder of the way we played! To finish second in the minor 
round was an outstanding effort and the belief we have going into our first finals campaign is excellent.  
 
I would  like to thank all of the great parent support on the day.  Particularly Tom Pengilly (Alex’s Brother) who help 
setup and run our warmup drill and also Brodie Feltrin who ran water. Well done team! The list of support goes on 
and on, so thanks to everyone including: Jamie Dobie (Assistant Coach), Liz Stevens (Team Manager), Greg 
Cooper (First Aider), Stuart Giles and Shane Arnold (Boundary Umps), Michael Leisavnieks (Ground Marshall), Ang 
Tarzia (Goal Umpire), Gary Scott (Social Committee), Leanne Scott (Photographer) and everyone else that support-
ed training, ruck drills training, Canteen duties etc. Great work sorry I haven’t named the entire support group! 
 
Final Scores 
Golden Grove 12.9.81 
Athelstone 0.0.0 
 
Goals: Harrison Lawlor 5, Kalan Weaving 2, Xander Mossop 2, Marin Barlow 1, Daniel Hewitt 1, Thomas  
Stevens 1,  
 
Bring on the finals! Go Burras! 
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